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The modified Bessel coefficients /" are defined by the series [1] ,tyq+n
(1) I(t) t w «-QSKS + n)\ with the integral representation [1] (2) In(t) = -Í e °°BX cos nxdx.
ir Jo
An integral representation of the coefficients In(t) is presented here where the path of integration is extended to infinity.
Theorem: The integral
An(l) = -/ e<cosa: cos nx-dx IT Jo x is the modiñed coefficient In(t) for any 0 < t < 1. There are many ways by which the theorem can be proved, but we give here the following proof which consists of a straightforward evaluation of the integral An . The function e'c°" X is expanded in a power series (which is absolutely convergent for all t) and we then integrate term by term. (where 5 = 1 or § for r even or odd, respectively) into (4), we obtain
for | y/t | greater than, less than, or equal to one, respectively [2] . Therefore, the only term which is nonzero in (7) is the term g(0), if it exists.
Then r ! r! (9) ^B = 2r (r -«\ '--L--\ ' r -n and r' n both even 0r odd' &)<;-¥)'
(10) Q"r = 0 for r < n or r, n one even, one odd.
We can now write r -n = 2q,
r + n = 2(g + n).
Thus, ' r! (12)
Qn' = br 2rç!(ç + n)!
Substituting (12) into (5), we obtain
,=oql(q + n)l A similar expression can be readily obtained for the coefficients Jn(t). The value of e = § gives the following interesting result. Let us define
Bn(t) = -/ / e cosca; ----dvdx.
xJn-(i/2) Jo a;
It can be easily shown that Bn(t) = In(t). Consider now the integral 2 f" ¿ rotmax i v sin(a;/2) , = -/ dp / 2e cos(ra)---dx We will consider the case where m2 ^ -1. If this occurs we see that as </> goes to ir/2, either p2 -> oo (m2 = -1) and [tan-1 (p2 \/h2)] -* ir/2, or p2 -> 0 through negative values (m2 < -1) and [tan-1 (p2 \/h2)] -* ir (and not to zero). To avoid overlooking this possibility the proper representation for r2 is Vh2 \V(h2 sin2 (j> cos2 <t> + A2(l + m2 sin2 0)2)/ It is to be noted, in particular, that the formulas for the real and imaginary parts of the complete integral should contain a term involving r2 whenever m2 ^ -1.
